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Label Transcript is Done -
Now what we do with that Data?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Couple of points before we start.Firstly this is not intended to be the definitive way to store Citizen science (CS) data with a Collection management system (CMS), more of an example of why and how we are dealing with the issue at the RBGE with our own constraints of CMSm and external CS providers.Secondly as Douglas Russell form the NHM accurately pointed out at the start of his talk this morning – international conference attendance comes at a price – that price is usually a talk. So here is mine.



Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
• Living collections, herbarium & library
• Nearly 3 million herbarium specimens
• Nearly 1 million specimens databased
• Nearly 0.5 million specimens imaged and online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My plan is do some background on the RBGE herbarium, move onto why we have citizen science data coming back to the collection for incorporation and then the methods we are using to pull this data together.



Two workflows of digitisation

Gold 
Standard

Ongoing 
digitisation

1. Types

2. Specific taxonomic  
groups (Zingaberaceae)

3. Geographical groups 
(Specimens from Nepal  
for Flora of Nepal)

1. Loans

2. Other specimens in a 
loaned genus or family.

3. Long term digitisation 
projects (UK)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two currently have two Digitisation workflows running in parallel in the RBGE (E) herbarium. One captures all available data (metadata) with a specimen, the gold standard,The others is for ongoing digitisation. 



Gold Standard Digitisation Workflow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any many of you will be painfully aware – for such a small word “digitisation” (or digitization if you like) is a complex process - even for comparatively easy items like herbarium sheets (flat, uniform, SINGLE).For the Gold standard - there are steps to be taken and a work-flow to be followed, and this work can be very time consuming – we estimate it’s going to take 80 years at the current rate to digitise all 3 million specimens at this rate.



Ongoing digitisation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But if we are going to speed-up the process we are going to have to try streamlining the workflow, one way of doing this is by dropping steps. So where do we start in turning our Gold standard into something leaner and quicker. The first and most obvious is to drop the amount of label transcription – see Developing integrated workflows for the digitisation of herbarium specimens using a modular and scalable approach.See http://doi.org/10.3897/zookeys.209.3121Then can drop items from the workflow and we can use other tools, software and citizen science to help us.First off - we drop the condition survey, this means we stop recording specimens that need repaired and recording the condition of the specimen.



Ongoing digitisation
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Presentation Notes
Next is a technical advancement - we can look at the OCR that is automatically created by the workflow pipeline.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As it comes it is unformatted un parsed text - BUT can we parse this in a useful form, into the appropriate DwC fields ?(Well, Not yet, but this is one of the deliverables from the newly funded Synthesis+ project (JRA 3)  - Deliverable 8.2



ABBYY Tesseract

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been testing software to check to see which of the two big software option are most effective.



Criteria ABBYY Tesseract
Georeference (lat &/or long data) 312 / 3898 (8%) 178/3898 (4.5%)

Scientific name (via IPNI data server) 1005 / 3898 (25.7%) 805 /3898 (20.96%)

Dates

Determination date 106 / 3898 (2.7%) 101 / 3898 (2.6%)

Accession date 1 / 3898 (0.02%) 1 / 3898 (0.02%)

Collection date 1042 / 3898 (26.7%) 802 / 3898 (20.6%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some results to that – ABBYY is more effective that Tesseract  (in this dataset an extra 134 taxonomic names found via ABBYY)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But its not just about accurately getting the data into a DwC format. As hidden in here are some gems – real gems that will really aid specimen discovery – we all ready have the Family, Genus & species from the minimal data capture – what else would be most useful, firstly collector – or some find of locality information.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we make this available to the researchers, first step is via our own online herbarium catalogue.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have added a tick box, that allows the searching of the unformatted OCR data.



No 
OCR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK some results search for the collector Davis in the “Collector field of the catalogue leads to 26K records (Peter Davis is a big collector for RBGE)



With  
OCR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding the unstructured OCR data to the search adds an extra nearly 4 thousand records.



OCR 
data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this OCR data is available on the website via a separate tab. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not great visually, as it really is the unstructured data - its not parsed into fields – but it is of use. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK back to how to stream line the workflow – It’s another drop from the workflow - We drop the re-curation, so the material goes away where it came from even if we know it actually should be somewhere else.Now this is a real shame AND FEELS really wrong for our curators. These are Natural History Collections curators usually committed, educated and involved people (we are not talking Instagram curators here with a page of cut and paste photos)  These curators need to put things back in the correct place, so when you’re asking them to put material away in a place they know to be incorrect – they really don’t like it. 



Ongoing digitisation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional data entry – having staff transcribe the data from the label into the collections management system. As we all know this is expensive, time consuming and at times requires specialist or accumulated knowledge. There are a couple of options here – One is built upon the great botanical tradition of duplicates. One way to do it is to have Citizen scientists undertake the transcription. Put it to the mythical “crowd”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So onto another potential technological gain to assist in the standard workflow.Duplicates. This is one set of duplicates there is a duplicate in most major herbaria in Europe. It’s a Begonia from an A.D.E Elmer collection in the Philippines in 1912.It’s digitized in all these places – but has someone transcribed the label? If so how do we find the data and what do we do with it once we have it, please tell me we don’t need to cut and paste it or worse re-key it into our own collections management system.



EOL

Multi-lingual online 
collection of 

millions of digitized 
items from 
European 

museums, libraries, 
archives and multi-
media collections.

International 
Biodiversity data on 
distribution plants, 

animals, fungi, 
microbes and 

scientific names 
data

Online collaborative 
encyclopaedia to 

document all of the 
1.9 million species 

of life on earth.

A genetic sequence 
database, an 

annotated 
collection of all 

publicly available 
DNA sequences

GBIF EuropeanaGeneBank BOLD

Collection and 
management of 

specimen, 
distributional, and 
molecular data as 
well as analytical 
tools to support 
their validation.

BioCase

An international 
network of 

European biological 
collections. Using 

open-source, 
software and open 
data standards and 

protocols.

External aggregators 
Global 
Plants

The world’s largest 
database of 

digitized plant 
specimens & a locus 

for international 
scientific research 
and collaboration

NBN

Information 
network of UK 

biodiversity data 
from nature 

agencies, wildlife 
trusts & 

museums

CRIA
Species link

The goal of the 
speciesLink network 

is to integrate 
specie and 

specimen data 
available in natural 
history museums, 

iDigBio

New Tools for 
Increasing the Use 
of Natural History 

Collections for 
Research, Education 

and Informed 
Decision making

ALS

Provides a 
platform for the 

collection, 
aggregation, 

analysis and use 
of biological data 

in Scotland.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we find out where the duplicates are – for these we need data aggregators Here are the data aggregators for the RBGE herbarium data.
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Data aggregators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the most commonly used and largest aggregator of the Natural History collections GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility) 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another great aggregator CRIA – they even make it really easy they have a special “duplicates” link 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
That goes straight to a page that shows your duplicates 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So OK here is a duplicate but at Edinburgh its detted to Unknown Myrtaceae, – but the other speciemens are detted to Mycra  guianensis and others as Mycra mutabilis – but neither of these are actual dets of our (Edinburgh) Specimen just dets of the collection number. So how do we store this – traditionally it’s been in the taxonomist’s own database – lovingly maintained but how do we store this in a collections management system?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And how easy is it to find these duplicates anyway – look at the different way each herbarium has recorded the collection string. This is never going to be an automated service.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally, for my talk today the last way we can automate the workflow to increase speed – The use of Citizen Scientist to undertake transcriptions at home.We at RBGE have had a number of trials of online transcription software - some more successful than othersWe have had UK data being transcribed by the specialist amateurs (and some moonlighting professionals) on Herbaria@Home We have had trial data in Notes for Nature, we have a very successful a good working relationship with Atlas of Living Australia, we are working to get a version of Les Herbonautes up and running at RBGE and we have a data capture sorting site (Yes/No) up and running.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So finally looking back to the title of the talk – how do we deal with the transcribed data.Well – most importantly we make it available on our catalogue website 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here is some data on the RBGE catalogue from an RBGE specimen transcribed by a volunteer in Australia on the DigiVol transcription site (linked to Atlas of Living Australia) NOTE the link back to the transcription on DigiVol (so that the RBGE does not need to store – volunteer Name data – negating GDPR issues)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is that transcription on DigiVol



Collection management system

Export from CMS into a useable Database

Control file Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we are out sourcing our transcription to the crowd, this is good for the workflow but bad for data complexity. We now have to retrieve, store, integrate this transcribed data from multiple transcription sites.How do we do that 



Collection management system

Export from CMS into a useable Database

Control file Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have a modern Collections management database you don’t need to do this bit – it’s just our current CMS does not currently allow for linking of data.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we export the data from our CMS to a MySQL database every 24 hours.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This programming for this work was all undertaken by Martin Pullan of RBGE, and in his design he was assisted by Robyn Drinkwater & Sally King.The attached to this export we have separate tables for the transcribed data – we currently do not try and integrate with the CMS we just store and reference the CS transcribed data.In the future we would wish to integrate some of the transcribed data with the data in the CMS, but for this we will require a more up to date and flexible CMS.Because we have data coming from a number of CS projects with different data fields and field names we store all the data in two tables – a key table and a data table.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key table records the structure of the data



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the data table records the data



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have developed a set of data upload template to enable the smooth uploading of transcribed data (if there are no changes to the format, i.e. it’s from the same transcription site and the same fields have been transcribed). The data are uploaded without needing to adjust any of the parameters. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
This centralised storage of the data has allowed us to produce feedback for the Citizen Scientists, this so important for their recruitment and retention.And the display of this transcribed data on the main catalogue page shows the value that we place upon it directly to the citizens undertaking the transcription. CS transcription feedback page 1



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CS transcription feedback page 2
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CS transcription feedback page 3
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CS transcription feedback page 4
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CS transcription feedback page 5
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CS transcription feedback page 6



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CS transcription feedback page 7



Presenter
Presentation Notes
None of you will be surprised – we don’t do things alone at the RBGE – this is the work of the digitisation team.I look after the database, Elspeth Haston (Deputy Curator) manages the strategy, Robyn Drinkwater prepares that data, & Sally King prepares the feedback.
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